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keel notes this, and many other similar examples, in his book, fingerprints of the gods. thus, he made it clear that the aliens are well-versed in tactics that are used by the world's great magicians. in other words, the aliens are also adept at using the well-known hoaxing techniques that have been employed in magic shows
and the like. keel also notes that the alien antics that we have seen to date, and that have been documented in such remarkable fashion by his fellow ufologists, are by no means the worst or the most outlandish that we could expect to see from these "interstellar pranksters". in other words, keel clearly states that we should
be on the lookout for more exotic and bizarre et pranks that we could expect to see in the not-too-distant future. "the worst that can be said about the ufo phenomenon is that it is a hoax of the greatest magnitude. yet, as we have learned from keel's work, the situation is even worse than that. it is not a simple hoax. its funny
how the internet works. in the late summer of 2002 i was listening to a podcast called science friday on npr. it was a one hour show that presented 2-3 science stories per week. one was about the study of consciousness by d.j. eisenbud who was a psychologist and neurobiologist. the other story was about dr. john keel who
was interviewed by ian punnett. the science part of the show has since been archived on the website; it is on the sciencefriday.com site. i started out listening to the show because of keel; i was interested in how he figured out that the mothman was not an alien spaceship (he didn't believe this initially). i also liked the way he
approached his craft (he spoke of his work as a search for truths that, as he saw it, were always there but had been obscured by all the lies we tell ourselves). it was only later that i discovered the work of dr. eisenbud. i got to thinking about it and wondered if anyone else had heard of this interview and if i might be able to
obtain a copy of it. this was an attempt to find out if there was any new stuff out there to be discovered (the other way of looking at it is to see if there is anything there to be forgotten). to my surprise, the podcast was still available on the website. i downloaded it and listened to it. it was very good; both keel and eisenbud
are very interesting; eisenbud looks at the potential of consciousness and the human spirit while keel looks at the real potential of the human spirit in the form of telepathy and psi (the latter being more relevant to this discussion, since it has to do with how our minds and consciousness interact). i thought about the
experiment that keel did with his brother and how he tried to measure what was going on in their minds when they were together in the same room. it would be interesting to run a similar test with my brother and i, but we both have very different personalities. needless to say, a lot of interesting stuff came out of this
interview. i posted the link on the message board at ufocasebook and got some interest. i then posted a request for a copy of the interview and got some interest in that as well. as a result of this, i sent a request to the producer of the podcast and a few days later i had a copy of the interview. the interview was taped in the
mid-1980s. i think it was 2 years before keels death.
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in the 21st century, the earth has become the victim of a highly sophisticated, benevolent, technologically-advanced alien race that has been watching us since prehistoric times. from multiple-world spacecraft to space saucers, to ufos, to uap, to wormholes and worm-holes, to human abductions and human mutilations, john
keel's operation trojan horse provides the key to the puzzle. this is his most controversial book, and it has never been out of print. john a. keel's last book, the mothman prophecies, was released posthumously in 2002. his brother, james keel, has now released john a. keel: selected writings, which contains nearly 70 articles,
essays, reviews, and interviews from the past 50 years. this is a must for any serious student of ufos and the paranormal. in other words, keel's trickster angle was revealed in his classic article, "the great ufo hoax", which appeared in the november 1965 issue of the journal of scientific exploration. you can read this article

here. and, as you well know, keel's focus on the trickster angle was subsequently and decisively confirmed by all of the world-class ufologists who followed in keel's footsteps, from budd hopkins to robert sheaffer, from jacques vallee to richard doty. in other words, the trickster angle of the ufo phenomena was confirmed and
corroborated by so many world-class researchers that, for all practical purposes, it has become the consensus ufological understanding of the phenomenon. also, we can glean this from the many examples that keel gives in his books, from the many declassified documents that keel was able to track down, and from the many

intriguing and intriguing messages that keel was able to decode from aliens on the web. 5ec8ef588b
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